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ABSTRACT: Nanoscale stress-sensing can be used across
ﬁelds ranging from detection of incipient cracks in structural
mechanics to monitoring forces in biological tissues. We
demonstrate how tetrapod quantum dots (tQDs) embedded in
block copolymers act as sensors of tensile/compressive stress.
Remarkably, tQDs can detect their own composite dispersion
and mechanical properties with a switch in optomechanical
response when tQDs are in direct contact. Using experimental
characterizations, atomistic simulations and ﬁnite-element
analyses, we show that under tensile stress, densely packed
tQDs exhibit a photoluminescence peak shifted to higher
energies (“blue-shift”) due to volumetric compressive stress in their core; loosely packed tQDs exhibit a peak shifted to lower
energies (“red-shift”) from tensile stress in the core. The stress shifts result from the tQD’s unique branched morphology in
which the CdS arms act as antennas that amplify the stress in the CdSe core. Our nanocomposites exhibit excellent cyclability
and scalability with no degraded properties of the host polymer. Colloidal tQDs allow sensing in many materials to potentially
enable autoresponsive, smart structural nanocomposites that self-predict impending fracture.
KEYWORDS: Nanocomposite, tetrapod nanocrystal, polymer, sensor, mechanical, ﬂuorescence spectroscopy
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service.5 Furthermore, mechanical stresses exerted by biological
tissues can be signatures of disease.17 Thus, such a sensor, if
embedded into soft polymers,18,19 could also potentially be of
signiﬁcant use in biological applications such as sensing of
stresses in cancer cell proliferation.7,20
Colloidal semiconductor quantum dots display a multitude of
size and shape-dependent properties, enabling their use in a
variety of electronic and optical applications.21 The ability to
tune their size and shape, and in particular the ability to create
branched nanoheterostructures, provide further opportunities
to take advantage of their special behaviors.22 One such
opportunity is the creation of functional nanocomposites with
speciﬁc “smart” characteristics, such as shape-dependent

s premature failure of structural components invariably
results from the initiation and incipient growth of small
cracks,1−3 there is a vital need for autoresponsive structural
materials that potentially self-detect and self-respond to
environmentally induced mechanical damage.4 Such materials
have a built-in potential to prevent catastrophic failure in
service applications.5 However, current technologies that can
provide for the early self-detection of local stresses associated
with incipient cracks are extremely limited.6,7 Mechanophoric
dyes and piezoresistive materials, for example, are only eﬀective
at the millimeter length-scale with relatively low sensitivity;8−11
furthermore, such techniques are very challenging to implement
“in the ﬁeld”.1,6−15 In addition, many conventional sensing
techniques adversely aﬀect the properties of the host
material.1,5−7,16 A visible-light, nanoscale sensor with the ability
to be embedded into a variety of “smart” structural materials
without causing such degradation would be particularly
appealing for the potential sensing of impending fractures in
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Figure 1. Schematic microstructures and simultaneous mechanical and ﬂuorescence tensile stress−strain curves for compression- and tensionsensing tQD-SEBS polymer nanocomposite ﬁlms. (a,b) Schematics of the microstructures of tQD-SEBS compression-sensing ﬁlm (a) before and (b)
after application of tensile stress. Yellow regions represent PE-B, black regions represent PS, and orange regions represent tQD clusters. Inset to (a)
indicates schematic of single tQD nanocrystal. (c,d) Result of simultaneous ﬂuorescence (blue line) and mechanical test (black line) for (c) emission
maximum shift and (d) fwhm shift for compression-sensing ﬁlm. (e,f) Schematics of the microstructures of tQD-SEBS tension-sensing ﬁlm (e)
before and (f) after application of tensile stress. (g,h) Result of simultaneous ﬂuorescence (red line) and mechanical test (black line) for (g) emission
maximum shift and (h) fwhm shift for tension-sensing ﬁlm. Black double arrow indicates direction of applied tensile stress.

lower frequency (blue- or red-shift, respectively) allowing for a
direct measure of local stress. We show that tensile stress
applied to densely packed tQDs in polymers results in a blueshift of the tQD photoluminescence emission maximum due to
uniform compression of tQD cores, while tensile stress applied
to loosely packed tQDs in polymers results in a red-shift of the
tQD photoluminescence emission maximum due to a net core
tension. This phenomenon arises from the unique ability of
tQDs to self-report subtle changes in nanoscale dispersion and
related changes in macroscopic composite mechanical properties with a switch in optomechanical response from red-shifting
to blue-shifting when tQDs are in direct contact. A polymerembedded sensor that can self-report its own dispersion would
be of broad utility for nanocomposite design and to the best of
our knowledge has never been reported.30,31 Because of the
unique stress ampliﬁcation eﬀects of the tQD, the ﬁlm sensors
have 2 orders of magnitude higher stress response than bulk
CdSe.8,11,12,32,33 Using density functional theory, ﬁnite-element
modeling, and experimental techniques such as transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), electron tomography, characterization of ﬂuorescence as a function of tensile stress, timeresolved photoluminescence spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and soft-X-ray scattering, we reveal the
nanoscopic origins of the tQD photoluminescence shifts.
Furthermore, we show that tQDs do not degrade the
mechanical properties of the polymer ﬁlms and have unchanged
photoluminescence properties even after a year of storage in
air; moreover, the ﬁlm preparation method is scalable to
industrial processing. The tQD sensor can be customized to
sensing local tension or compression by changes in roomtemperature processing. tQDs provide a highly sensitive
material to potentially monitor stress distributions around
cracks in structural nanocomposites for in service applications
and can potentially be implemented in the ﬁeld using low-cost,
portable equipment. As previous work has shown the ability of
spherical nanoparticles to diﬀuse to growing cracks in materials

mechanical properties or self-healing properties upon exposure
to radiation.16,23,24
The cadmium selenide−cadmium sulﬁde (CdSe-CdS) core/
shell tetrapod quantum dot (tQD) is a particularly interesting
system. Because of the tQD’s bright photoluminescence and
branched morphology in which the four long CdS arms confer
a net stress on the CdSe core upon deformation, the tQD
exhibits a unique photoluminescence stress response25 as seen
in previous studies in diamond anvil cells,26 under atomic force
microscope (AFM) tips27 and in semicrystalline polymers.5,7
Owing to its nanoscale size and unique shape,26 the tQD can
provide a far higher spatial resolution of stresses than most
existing technologies.7,28
Prior studies on the tQD as a polymer stress sensor have
been limited by low sensitivity and the detection of only tensile
stresses and no self-reporting of local composite morphology.5,7
Furthermore, sensing was also only demonstrated in polymer
ﬁbers, rather than ﬁlms,5,7 and was restricted by an inability to
correlate optical and mechanical data as these measurements
could not be performed simultaneously5,7
Here, we present the tQD as a detector of nanoscale
compressive and tensile stress when embedded into widely
used, low-cost smart structural block copolymer ﬁlms. We
perform optical sensing during mechanical testing in real time
and show quantitatively the reasonable degree of matching
between optical and mechanical curves. For the ﬁrst time, we
illustrate sensing in terms of both photoluminescence emissionmaximum and full width half-maximum (fwhm). The tQD
responds to stress via changes of its energy band gap,26 with the
response coming mostly from its CdSe core due to type I band
alignment between the core and the CdS arms.29 Tensile stress
decreases the band gap by pulling apart the bonds in the tQD
core, while uniform compression increases the band gap by
moving the ions in the CdSe core closer together.26 The
photoluminescence emission spectra measured from tQDs
embedded in the polymer matrix is then shifted to higher or
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and diminish their ability to propagate,4 the ﬁndings of this
work could possibly allow for diverse “smart”, dispersionreporting, self-healing structural tQD-spherical nanoparticle−
polymer nanocomposites that can sense local and overall
composite mechanics as well as potentially detecting and
preventing their own fracture.7,24
The composites in this work were prepared by mixing tQDs
in chloroform with the widely used structural block copolymer,
poly(styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene) (SEBS). The SEBS
consisted of 60% polystyrene (PS) and 40% poly(ethylenebutylene) (P-EB) with an molecular weight of 117 000 Da.34
All tQDs were incorporated with their native alkyl chain ligands
(no ligand exchange was performed in this study) at a
concentration of 20% by weight, or 5% by volume, into SEBS
using a solvent-casting method under two separate processing
conditions. One set of composites was dried under a vigorous
nitrogen ﬂow with the drying process completed within 1−2
min. We refer to these as tension-sensing ﬁlms due to their
decrease (red-shift) in photoluminescence wavelength with
applied tensile stress, which as we show below is due to tensile
stress in the tQD cores. The other set of composites were
allowed to dry slowly in ambient with the process completed in
1−2 h. We refer to these as compression-sensing ﬁlms due to
their increase in photoluminescence wavelength with applied
tensile stress, which as we show below is due to volumetric
compressive stress in the tQD cores resulting from direct
contact between tQDs. Figure 1 shows schematic illustrations
of the compression-sensing and tension-sensing ﬁlms prepared
via the two above-mentioned protocols before and after
application of tensile stress. Likely due to the imperfect
interface between the tQDs and SEBS,30 tQDs partially phase
separate to decrease polymer-tQD interfacial tension,35 forming
small dense assemblies in the compression-sensing ﬁlms and
sparse, larger ones in the tension-sensing ﬁlms. The slightly
better tQD dispersion observed in tension-sensing ﬁlms may be
due to the vigorous nitrogen ﬂow during drying, which acts as a
mixing agent to better disperse tQDs during drying. In both
cases, tQD assemblies are uniformly distributed throughout the
polymer ﬁlms.
The ﬂuorescence properties of both ﬁlms were studied under
tensile deformation using an inverted ﬂuorescence microscope
(Figure 1). Understanding of the tQD stress response requires
knowledge of agreement between optical and mechanical tests.
Here we examine the concept of tQD mechano-optical sensing
by coordinating mechanical and optical data acquired
simultaneously. Our composites were deformed uniaxially to
a maximum strain of 60% and held to evaluate stress-relaxation
behavior.
The mechano-optical sensing behavior, depicted in Figure 1,
shows a ﬂuorescence shift of the tQD-SEBS composites in the
compression-sensing and tension-sensing ﬁlms as a function of
applied strain, along with the corresponding mechanical loading
curves (black lines) (Supplementary Figure 1). The results of
peak position and fwhm for compression-sensing nanocomposites (Figure 1c,d) indicate excellent agreement between
the mechanical loading curve and the optical sensing curve.
Most of the emission maximum shift occurs in the elastic region
in which a slope of 8.6 ± 0.9 meV/MPa is measured as well as a
maximum optical shift of 4.5 ± 0.4 meV. The ﬂuorescence
curve additionally shows variation in the nonlinear region and
matches the exponential behavior of the mechanical stress
relaxation well.

We also see fairly good opto-mechanical agreement in the
tension-sensing composites (Figure 1f) although not as good as
in the compression-sensing composites (Figure 1d). The
maximum ﬂuorescence red-shift occurred mainly in the elastic
region, which had a slope of −2.4 ± 0.3 meV/mPa and a
maximum optical shift of 1.3 ± 0.14 meV.
We ﬁnd that for compression-sensing ﬁlms, the fwhm of the
spectra follows the stress−strain curve of the composite (Figure
1g). Additionally, the fwhm sensitivity in stress and strain −39
± 5 meV/MPa and −300 ± 30 meV/strain, respectively, is
signiﬁcantly higher than previously reported tQD emission
maximum response sensitivity.7,16 This additional sensing mode
is not observed in any of the tension-sensing ﬁlms (Figure 1h)
or in any previous studies in tQD ﬁber composites.7,16 Unlike
in the compression-sensing ﬁlms, and as in previous work, the
photoluminescence FWHMs in tension-sensing ﬁlms exhibit a
slight increase (Figure 1h) but do not track the stress−strain
curve.7,16
All sensitivities, or pressure coeﬃcients, reported in units of
shift/stress (meV/MPa) show signiﬁcant improvements over
the values reported for bulk CdSe.32,33 This is perhaps due to
the unique geometry of the tQDs in which the CdS arms act as
antennas that amplify and transfer stress from the environment
to the CdSe core. Indeed, this was also seen in our ﬁniteelement simulations, as discussed below. Our tQD ﬁlms sense
stress with an optical deformation response 3 orders of
magnitude more sensitive than previous tQD sensors,5 making
them equal or better in sensitivity than several other key local
stress-sensing technologies (Supplementary Note 1).
The ﬁlms exhibited nearly identical optical and mechanical
properties even after a year of storage in air (Supplementary
Figure 2). The sensing is very repeatable; 20+ cycles of
stretching to ∼60% strain performed on the same sample led to
nearly identical sensor responses with a return to the same
baseline ﬂuorescence fwhm and emission maximum in-between
tests. This likely indicates that the tQDs are experiencing fully
elastic deformation during the stress-sensing in the polymer.27
Compared to control samples, the ductility and toughness of
the compression-sensing and tension-sensing ﬁlms were
unchanged.
We investigated the possibility that the blue-shift under
tension could be due to better Forster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) eﬃciencies in close-packed aggregates.
However, this is unlikely as we found no diﬀerence in
photoluminescence rise time or initial lifetime decays36,37
between compression- and tension-sensing ﬁlms (Supplementary Figure 3).
The diﬀerent, opposite, photoluminescence shifts in tensionsensing and compression-sensing composites are rather striking
because the ﬁlms only diﬀer in their drying time. To investigate
whether the microscopic structural diﬀerences between these
two ﬁlms were responsible for their disparate sensing behavior,
transmission electron microscopy was used to determine their
microstructures. The images shown in Figure 2 show that the
two ﬁlms exhibit very diﬀerent morphologies. Qualitatively, the
compression-sensing tQD ﬁlms contain densely packed
aggregates that appear darker than the tension-sensing
aggregates in the TEM images. The tension-sensing aggregates
are less dense and have a large number of 10−500 nm diameter
inter-tQD regions, as seen in Figure 2b,d. Because of the fast
diﬀusion constant of the polymer chains in solution during
drying (>1017 cm2/sec38) and the rate of the drying processes
employed, these regions are likely ﬁlled with polymer. This was
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Figure 3. Electron tomography reconstructions of tQD-SEBS
nanocomposites. (a,c) Perspective image of isosurface reconstruction
of compression-sensing and tension-sensing aggregates, respectively,
produced by electron tomography. White scale cube has 25 nm sides.
(b,d) Thresholded 1.13 nm slices of the tomogram representative of
the internal structure of the compression-sensing and tension-sensing
aggregates, respectively.

imaged in Figure 2e but only part of a tension-sensing
aggregate can be seen in Figure 2f. In the region around the
aggregates, light represents polystyrene and dark represents PEB, as described in more detail in the Methods section. The
AFM results indicate a morphology with cylindrical and
lamellar P-EB regions in a PS matrix and show little to no
diﬀerence in the microdomain spacing and distribution of
polymer around the aggregates in the tension-sensing and
compression-sensing ﬁlms, which was conﬁrmed by ruthenium
tetroxide staining.39
Traditional TEM projection images are suﬃcient to
determine the large-scale (>100 nm) porosity inside the
aggregates but the overlap of many tQDs in projection obscures
their 3D distribution and the small-scale (<10 nm) inter-tQD
regions. We utilized STEM electron tomography to determine
the internal distribution of the tQDs and polymer inside of the
aggregates. Figure 3a,c shows images of isosurface renderings of
3D electron tomography reconstructions for both the
compression-sensing and tension-sensing composites (Supplementary Movies 1 and 2 show the 3D reconstructions). The
tomography was performed using cryo-microtomed cross
sections with a thickness (∼70−90 nm) smaller than the
diameter of the aggregates (∼150 nm). The tomographic
images revealed small regions of polymer ∼10 nm in diameter
that were inside the aggregates (Figure 3b,d) and not visible in
the TEM projection images (Figure 2c,d). The analysis of
small-scale porosity from each individual slice of the
tomography reconstructions showed that the volume ratios of
tQD/polymer (which we term tQD aggregate ﬁll fraction, or
packing density) in the aggregates were 50% ± 5% and 25% ±
2% for compression-sensing and tension-sensing aggregates,
respectively. This small-scale porosity can be viewed as an
approximation of the distance between adjacent tQDs, as tQDs
have arm lengths of 26 ± 3 nm. These results illustrate that
individual tQDs are about a factor of 2 farther apart in the
tension-sensing aggregates than in compression-sensing

Figure 2. TEM and AFM of compression- and tension-sensing tQDSEBS nanocomposites. (a,b) Low-magniﬁcation TEM micrographs of
(a) compression-sensing and (b) tension-sensing ﬁlms. Inset to (a)
indicates tQDs before polymer encapsulation. Inset scale bar is 40 nm.
(c) Higher-resolution TEM images of compression-sensing and (d)
tension-sensing ﬁlms showing that they are composed of tQDs. (e,f)
AFM micrographs of (e) compression-sensing and (f) tension-sensing
ﬁlms. (g) Size distributions of diameters of tQD aggregates in
compression-sensing and tension-sensing ﬁlms. Blue and red histograms represent size distributions for compression-sensing and
tension-sensing ﬁlms, respectively.

conﬁrmed by electron tomography (Figure 3), which shows
that the inter-tQD regions are ﬁlled with matter consistent in
contrast with the polymer material outside the aggregates.
Figure 2g shows histograms of aggregate diameters for
compression-sensing and tension-sensing aggregates, respectively, from several TEM images. In general, tension-sensing
aggregates have a diameter approximately two times greater
than compression-sensing aggregates. Figure 2g also shows that
the quickly dried tension-sensing material contains some large
aggregates as indicated by the asymmetric histogram with a
large tail, while the slowly dried compression-sensing aggregates
have a more symmetric size distribution. The change in packing
density that results in a switch from red- to blue-shifting, or
tension- to compression-sensing, is accompanied by a Young’s
modulus increase of a factor of 2. Thus, tQDs do not only
report subtle changes in the nanoscale dispersion of the
composite ﬁller phase but also can serve as a visible-light
indicator of associated changes in mechanical properties.
To investigate whether the polymer morphology and
microdomain organization may have been altered by the
diﬀerent drying conditions, we acquired AFM phase images of
the compression-sensing and tension-sensing aggregates. The
AFM images are shown in Figure 2e,f with the same resolution
and ﬁeld of view. An entire compression-sensing aggregate is
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aggregates and that the tension-sensing aggregates have a factor
of 2 times more polymer inside of them in terms of small-scale
inter-tQD regions. They also indicate that in the aggregates the
tQDs are in direct contact, separated only by their thin outer
ligand coating40−42 (Supplementary Figure 4a,b). Results on
resonant soft X-ray scattering of the respective samples are
given in Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Figure 4c.
Only red-shifts were seen at a variety of tQD packing densities
below 50%, including homopolymers (i.e., polymers formed
from a single monomer) and cases in which tQDs are singly
dispersed (Supplementary Figure 1). Because of the colloidal
nature of tQDs and their ability to self-report whether they are
in direct contact, they potentially could enable autoresponsive,
multifunctional structural nanocomposites that would selfpredict local and bulk mechanical properties as well as
impending fracture.
Having shown how the aggregates diﬀer structurally, we now
use electronic structure calculations to illustrate the underlying
mechanism of photoluminescence shifts due to an applied
mechanical stress. We performed atomistic density functional
theory (DFT) simulations on tQDs with zinc-blende CdSe
cores of 2.8 nm, wurtzite CdS arms of 4.2 nm in length and 1.9
nm in diameter, containing 4245 atoms with the chemical
formula Cd272Se297/Cd1132S1116, with pseudohydrogen passivation. Because the experimentally most relevant tQD size is too
big (hundreds of thousands of atoms) for calculations at the
DFT level (atomistic), we carried out calculations for a model
of a smaller tQD. Electronic structure eﬀects due to mechanical
distortions should be qualitatively similar for nanoparticles of
the same geometrical shapes made of the same material. This is
described in more detail in Supplementary Note 3 and
Supplementary Figure 5. We found that both the conduction
band minimum state and valence band maximum state are
located in the CdSe core, which is in agreement with
experiments.29 To simulate stressed tQDs, an atomistic valence
force ﬁeld model43 was used to calculate the atomic positions
under diﬀerent stresses. The diﬀerent stress states include
uniform bond distance scaling (isotropic compression and
tension) and uniaxial pushing or pulling at the tips of the four
arms (uniaxial compression and tension) (Figure 4) (see
Supplementary Note 3 for details on stress states, such as
torsion).
Only the uniform, volumetric compression case results in a
blue-shift. Among the red-shift cases, the situation most
relevant to the experiment is uniaxial tension. The local strain
of the tQD under uniaxial tension is shown in Figure 4d. Near
the CdSe core, there are both positively and negatively dilated
regions. This makes the red-shift relatively small. Considering
that 2.5% strain was applied, which is likely much higher than
the experimental tQD strains due to imperfect stress transfer to
the tQD,30 the theoretically obtained band gap changes were
much higher than the experimentally observed shifts.
Supplementary Table 1 shows the changes in the valence
band maximum and conduction band minimum under the
diﬀerent tQD deformations. In summary, the theoretical results
revealed that only deformations that caused a net decrease in
volume of the CdSe core produced a blue-shift of the energy
levels.
To investigate how tQD core compression may arise under
overall uniaxial tension of the polymer nanocomposite, we
conducted voxel-based micromechanical ﬁnite-element analysis
simulations of tQDs in a polymer matrix using the Finite
Element Analysis Program (FEAP).44 The simulations used

Figure 4. Valence force ﬁeld simulations and density functional theory
of energy levels of stressed tQDs. (a) Atomic structure of and
schematic of stress application to modeled CdSe/CdS core-arm tQD/
zinc-blende CdSe core. (b) Energy level changes of stressed tQDs. HC
represents energy level changes for a tQD under hydrostatic
compression, Eq represents the energy levels for a tQD at equilibrium
(no stress), and UT represents the energy levels for a tQD under
uniaxial tension. (c,d) Distribution of stresses in tQDs that are (c)
compressed isotropically and (d) stretched uniaxially. Colorbar shows
percent change in volume. (e,f) Equilibrium (unstressed) wave
function charge densities of the valence band maximum and
conduction band minimum, respectively.

periodic boundary conditions and net average uniaxial loads for
a range of packing densities utilizing multiple random
conﬁgurations to generate valid statistics. As the focus of the
analysis was an elucidation of the mechanism leading to net
compression of the core, two-dimensional simulations were
performed to ease the cost and complexity. Previous
comprehensive work considering comparing some nine 2D
and 3D unit cells showed only a 5−10% diﬀerence in the results
for elastic modulus; because the majority of the blue-shifts and
red-shifts that are observed occur in the elastic region, this is
further justiﬁcation for use of a 2D ﬁnite element model.45
Two example conﬁgurations are illustrated for low (Figure
5a) and high (Figure 5b) tQD aggregate volume fractions, or
packing densities. Figure 5c shows the typical pressure response
of a CdSe core in the low packing regime; the integral of the
pressure ﬁeld is positive, indicating the overall response is
tensile. In contrast, Figure 5d shows a typical pressure response
in a CdSe core in the high packing regime; the integral of the
pressure ﬁeld is negative indicating the overall response is
compressive. Though it varied signiﬁcantly depending on the
tQD location in the aggregate, the average core stress across all
cores and conﬁgurations was of similar magnitude for net
compressive and net tensile cases. The mechanism leading to
the compressive case is one in which the CdS arms strongly
interact due to close proximity and have a large span in the
direction orthogonal to the loading, that is, tQDs serve as
sensors of nanoscale dispersion with a dichotomy in response
characteristic (e.g., red-shift or blue-shift, or compressive or
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structural parts in service using commonly available portable
spectrometers and light sources (see Supplementary Note 5).
We show the unique capacity of tQDs to respond to subtle
changes in their own nanoscale dispersion and mechanical
properties with a switch in optomechanical response when
tQDs are in direct contact. The sensitivity of the responses to
deformation is 3 orders of magnitude greater than for current
state-of-the-art tQD sensors and approaches or exceeds existing
technologies. Moreover, the inclusion of tQDs in the polymer
does not degrade the mechanical properties of the polymer
matrix, and there is no reduction in response over >20 cycles of
deformation. Simulations show that blue-shifts and red-shifts
are due to compression and tension of the tQD core,
respectively, during tensile deformation of the entire nanocomposite. The solution-processed tQD merges colloidal
synthesis, interfacial tunability, and high sensitivity due to its
geometry-borne stress-ampliﬁcation. The tQD enables facile,
scalable introduction into composite materials combined with
eﬀective local and bulk sensing capabilities. The tQD’s ability to
self-detect its own nanoscale dispersion in a composite results
in a unique optical nanosensor that can self-report local as well
as macroscopic composite properties, a potentially important
characteristic for the design of “smart” polymer nanocomposites. On the basis of the previously established ability
of spherical nanoparticles to diﬀuse to cracks in polymers and
diminish their ability to propagate,4 the results in this work
could also engender tQD-spherical nanoparticle nanocomposites that could serve as multifunctional, autoresponsive, selfhealing, structural parts potentially capable of predicting their
own failure in service.4,24
Methods. CdSe-CdS tQDs were prepared as before.36 The
tQDs had arm length of 26 ± 3 nm and diameter of 6 ± 0.8
nm. SEBS was provided by Kraton (MD 1537) and dispersed
in chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich) to create solutions of 150 mg of
SEBS/∼10 mL of chloroform for compression-sensing ﬁlms
and 25 mg of SEBS/∼2 mL of chloroform for tension-sensing
ﬁlms. tQDs coated with native hydrophobic ligands were
dispersed in chloroform and added to the polymer solutions at
concentrations of 20% by weight/5% by volume of polymer.
These precursor solutions were cast into glass Petri dishes for
compression-sensing ﬁlms and allowed to dry under ambient
conditions followed by placing under vacuum. The drying
process took 5−8 h. For tension-sensing ﬁlms, precursor
solution was added to a glass vial and subjected to a highly
vigorous ﬂow of nitrogen gas resulting in ﬁlm drying occurring
within 1−2 min.
The ∼75−100 μm thick ﬁlms were cut into strips 3−20 mm
long × 1−3 mm wide for tensile tests and were clamped using
ﬂat grips into a tensile rig employing a Mark-10 0.5 N load-cell.
A screw-driven stage connected to a controller (OptoMike
OMEC−2BF) was used at a strain rate of 5 × 10−03 s−1.
Nineteen trials were performed for compression-sensing ﬁlms
and 13 trials for tension-sensing ﬁlms. Tests were performed by
stretching the sample to a strain of ∼0.6 and holding for 28.5 s
for stress relaxation. To assess repeatability, the same ﬁlm was
cycled >20 times.
To monitor ﬂuorescence while stretching, the rig had a hole
for laser passage and was mounted onto a metal plate for
stability. We used an inverted ﬂuorescence microscope with a
spectrometer (Acton, SpectraPro-3001) and CCD (Princeton,
7509-0001). Exposure times of 1 s were used to collect spectra
with 0.6 s between frames. We used 488 nm Ar+ laser
excitation (Lexel Laser, Inc., 95) with 1 W power and 150 μm

Figure 5. Finite element analysis of compression-sensing and tensionsensing tQD aggregates in a polymer under tension. (a,b) Finite
element analysis images of low density (tension-sensing) and high
density (compression-sensing) tQD aggregate unit cells. In the
conﬁgurations shown, compression-sensing aggregates have 28%
tQDs by area and an applied uniaxial stress of 0.53 × 104 Pa, while
simulated tension-sensing aggregates have 9.6% tQDs by area and an
applied uniaxial stress of 0.14 × 104 Pa. (c) Pressure map of a tensionsensing tQD core from (a). (d) Pressure map of a compressionsensing tQD core from (b). (e) Probability that a given tQD
conﬁguration at a given tQD volume fraction, or packing density, in an
aggregate will result in a net average volumetric compression in the
tQD cores. Black, red, blue, and magenta, respectively, represent
ensembles with one, two, three, and four tQDs.

tensile) depending on whether or not adjacent tQDs are
interacting.
By simulating a large ensemble of conﬁgurations (∼200), we
gain a statistical estimate of the probability that a given packing
density will lead to a situation in which uniaxial tension gives
rise to a net volumetric compression of the CdSe cores in an
aggregate (see Supplementary Note 4 for details). As shown in
Figure 5e, high packing densities lead in a near linear fashion to
higher probabilities of net compressive cores over the range of
packing densities from ∼10 to ∼30% (the upper limit of what
can be sensibly simulated in two dimensions).
The ﬁnite-element analysis reveals a substantial core stress
ampliﬁcation of up to a few orders of magnitude in the tQD for
both volumetric compression and tensile stress cases,
qualitatively consistent with experimental observations.
In summary, we have presented here a tQD/polymer
nanocomposite system produced by low-cost, scalable colloidal
processing that can act as a local sensor of tensile or
compressive stresses. The stress is measured as shifts in the
emission maximum and the full width at half-maximum of the
photoluminesence spectra and is readily measurable in
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spot size. We excited/measured photoluminescence from the
core due to the type I band alignment, which localizes the
electron and hole to the core, and to our 488 nm excitation.36
Spectra were collected over the laser spot and ﬁt to single
Gaussians. Change in emission was deﬁned as the diﬀerence
between the peak position at time t and at zero strain.
For TEM, sections ∼70−90 nm were cut from ∼100 um
thick ﬁlms using an RMC MT-X Ultramicrotome (Boeckler) at
cryogenic temperature and picked up from water onto copper
grids. Staining was performed using RuO4 to darken PS
regions.31 Stained sections were imaged using a 200 kV Tecnai
G220 S-TWIN. Unstained sections were imaged using a 200 kV
Tecnai G2. AFM samples were prepared similarly and were not
stained. AFM images were obtained with a scanning probe
microscope “NEXT” (NT-MDT) in amplitude modulation
mode with a Si probe (spring constant 3.5 N/m). Height and
phase images were recorded at the low force level (Asp = 10 nm,
A0 = 12 nm) and high force (Asp = 10 nm, A0 = 24 nm) level.
Asp is set-point amplitude, while A0 is free oscillation of the
probe prior to sample interaction. Contrast in the phase images
at low force varies from ∼0° to 10° and in phase images
recorded at high force varies from ∼0° to 80°. We performed
quantitative mapping of elastic modulus in Hybrid mode (a
nonresonant oscillation mode in which the sample is modulated
at 1.5 kHz). This allowed assigning of light-colored phase
blocks to PS and darker blocks to softer PEB.
Tomography was performed using an FEI Titan 80-300
TEM operated in high-angle annular dark ﬁeld STEM mode at
200 kV with a 10-mrad convergence angle. A tilt-series was
acquired with 1.5° steps from ±70°, reconstructed using the
IMOD software package. To calculate tQD/polymer packing
density the 3D density was ﬁltered with a 3 × 3 × 3 3D median
ﬁlter and thresholded to distinguish tQD from polymer. The
polymer/tQD volume ratio was calculated using all voxels
within a boundary deﬁned by a convex hull calculation. For
average aggregate size and size distribution, a custom image
segmentation MATLAB algorithm was developed to outline
aggregates. More than 200 aggregates were counted for
histograms. The diameter was computed from a circle with
the same area as the aggregate. Compression-sensing aggregates
had a diameter of 134 ± 5 nm, while tension-sensing aggregates
had a diameter of 292 ± 9 nm. For ﬁnding tQD/polymer
packing density from TEM images, we estimated the aggregate
volume fraction of the polymer from the 2D aggregate ﬁll factor
and divided the nanoparticle volume ﬁll fraction by this
quantity.
Time-resolved photoluminescence lifetime measurements on
compression-sensing and tension-sensing ﬁlms were performed
with a Picoquant FluoTime 300 employing a PMA 175
detector. An LDH-P-C-405 diode laser (excitation wavelength
407.1 nm) was used with a repetition rate of 1 MHz.
Reported errors are standard error of the mean, except for
nanoparticle sizes, which are mean and standard deviation.

■

■

tetrapod quantum dot (tQD)-SEBS polymer nanocomposites.(MPG)
Three-dimensional reconstruction of tetrapods in
compression-sensing material rotated around one axis.
(MPG)
Materials and additional details of theoretical (ﬁnite
element analysis, density functional theory) methods,
more density functional theory and ﬁnite element
calculations, resonant soft X-ray scattering, time-resolved
photoluminescence, and other information and analysis.
(PDF)
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